PROFESSIONAL LEARNING,
PERSONALIZED APPROACH

SEDIC, the Southwest Educational Development Center, is a Utah regional service center whose mission is to meet the needs of rural students and teachers, promote achievement, and provide for economy and efficiency in the cooperative delivery of educational services that are identified and requested by member schools.

Our Educational Technology Endorsement Program (ETEP) offers completely online courses for teachers. Educators can learn and engage anytime, anywhere, with quality curriculum designed to enhance their instruction and pedagogy. Learn more at sedck12.org/etep.

We have a wide assortment of Classroom Toolboxes for checkout. We also print posters and have a large library of educational video titles for checkout, and many other media services.

Best of all, SEDC provides all of these services to our member districts and charter schools for NO ADDED COST above your membership fee (posters not included).

On the reverse you’ll learn about the vast array of topics SEDC can provide to your educators.

Have a look!
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SEDC is proud to provide many different forms of professional learning opportunities to the educators in our member districts and charter schools, including anytime customized technology integration workshops in schools, various conferences throughout the year, as well as endorsement courses in Reading, Math, Gifted and Talented, and STEM via interactive video conferencing (IVC). We bring the Professional Learning to You!
SEDC PROFESSIONAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

- **UEN Resources**, including MyUEN, Utah’s Online Library, Noodle Tools, eMedia, and others
- **Interactive Whiteboards** (SMART & Promethean)
- **Formative Assessment Tools** (UTIPS Core, RISE, Aspire Plus, low-tech classroom assessment techniques and free online student response systems like Kahoot & Quizziz)
- **iPad Integration**, from learning the basics and teacher classroom use to project-based learning tools and remote iPad management
- **Videoconferencing** for anyone, anytime (Google Meet, WebEx Teams)
- **Flipped & Blended Classroom Video Tools** using Flipgrid, EdPuzzle and others
- **Google Tools**: Drive & Docs, Gmail and Calendars, Google Classroom LMS, and Google Sites
- **Master notes and ToDo lists with Google Keep**
- **Reach the 4 C’s of 21st Century Learning with HyperDocs**
- **Useful Classroom Data** from the USBE Data Gateway
- **Aspire** Training for Teachers, Secretaries, Admin
- **Track PD Hours in your School or District with MIDAS** from USBE

The biggest addition to our professional learning offerings is the Adobe Creative Cloud, which is now available to all educators in Utah AND all 7-12th grade students for use at school and at home as well. This is a software package that professionals spend hundreds of dollars per year to access, and it’s available to Utah schools for free!

Adobe Creative Cloud

Where to start? Adobe Spark! Spark comprises three tools: Video to get your students telling their stories with photos, clip art and video, Page to easily craft a stunning web site and Post to create beautiful custom graphics. The Spark tools can be used in ANY classroom since they are all **web-based**, need **no software installed** and **work well on Chromebooks** as well as mobile devices.

CUSTOMIZED-ANYTIME-PERSONAL

- **Interactive Presentation Tools** like Google Slides with Pear Deck integration & Prezi
- **Leadership in Blended & Digital Learning** for Administrators
- **Digital Citizenship, Internet & Computer Security and Password Management** for all
- **Creating eBooks** through online research & focused writing techniques
- **Virtual Field Trips, Augmented & Virtual Reality (AR & VR)**
- **Keep in Touch** with Parents and Students with remind.com
- **Access a multitude of quality, curated research and media with Utah’s Online Library**
- **Canvas Learning Management System**, including Originality Detection integrations
- **Student and Teacher access of our Regional Overdrive eBook Library**
- **Digital Video Editing** with Adobe Premier Rush and Spark Video
- **Digital Photography** with Photoshop & Adobe Post
- **Place-Based Learning** with GPS and mapping tools like Google Earth and ArcGIS Online
- **Help teachers get Google Education Certified**
- **Think outside of the box with Breakout EDU**